Construction Fact Sheet


The alignment of the Great Ocean Walk was designed after review of the extensive environmental,
cultural, geotechnical, risk and cost investigations spanning five years, referring to past track marking
and involving hundreds of hours of fieldwork.



22km of new walking track has been built between 2002 and 2005 by expert track builders.



Nearly the entire walk has been constructed by hand with basic tools such as mattocks, shovels and
crowbars adding greatly to the natural feel of the walk and ability of the track to blend into the
surrounding environment.



Over 25km of track previously built has been cleared.



Over 1200 rock steps have been laid in the new sections of track from local and imported stone. Rock
steps have all been hand built with stone moved around the track by power carriers and Tirfor whinches.
Rocks weighing over 300kg have been moved by the crews.



Two major elevated sets of steps were constructed at Ryan’s Den (2 flights 45 steps) and Cape Volney (7
flights 131 steps).



Rock stepping stones and small rock bridges have been used to cross small water courses and a timber
bridge was built to cross a creek near Cape Volney.



454 timber on-ground and elevated steps have been built in steeper terrain along the walk. Timber has
been carried in by hand and power carrier for up to 1.5km. Harnesses have been used by the crews to
work safely in steep areas.



Over $1.2 million dollars has been spent on the construction of tracks along the walk.



300 volunteer days have supported recent track clearing and construction work from Conservation
Volunteers Australia, international volunteers, Greencorps, Deakin University and the Regional
Employment and Education Program.



More than 300 new signs have been installed along the walk.



Fallen logs have been repositioned and re-used as low boardwalks.



Two hygiene stations have been built at Blanket Bay and Parker Inlet to reduce the potential spread of
Phytopthora cinnamomi. Walkers are asked to clean down their gear and footwear at these points.



1km of informal tracks have been closed and rehabilitated around station beach to protect sensitive
sand dunes and cultural sites.



Sections of disturbed land are being revegetated with indigenous species along the walk.



The track crews spent over 100 nights camping out in and nearby the park
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